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Applicaster

www.applicaster.com

Solution at a Glance
The future of TV is Apps. We equip broadcasters and content rights-owners with creative tools, technology and
integrations, to make channels, shows and stars available in new ways on new devices.

Customer's Challenges
With technology advancements, mobile lifestyle and changing viewer habits, TV is fundamentally changing.
• Entertainment is now served cross-screen, on a variety of platforms. You want to be where the viewers are, and
fast.
• Second screen apps are cannibalizing TV revenues and viewer attention
• New revenue lines from sponsorships and subscriptions, cannot be ignored
• Technology advancements require constant feature development and resources
Broadcasters and Content Owners need to find a way to quickly tap into this market, with minimal investment

Our Offering
Applicaster revolutionizes the way apps are built, offering the fastest way for extending the reach of content and
engagement.

Unique Differentiators
What makes your offering better, unique, more effective than others?
• Our ZAPP platform allows broadcasters and format owners to create premium quality, customized apps in a matter
of hours rather than months, with a rich range of functionality.
• Broadcasters can easily create and monetize in a variety of ways (ads, sponsorships) an app that allows for LIVE
video, VOD and SVOD with a host interactive options that will keep viewers engaged

Business Benefits for the Customers
The platform’s features and functionality offer:
• Advertising, premium service fees & subscriptions - advertising and sponsorship tools can be used to generate
new revenue sources. These include screen take over, mCommerce overlays, social campaigns and incentives, invideo branded games, awards and coupons that can be integrated with Apple's passbook and more.
• Second Screen and event based new media – Maximizing second screen to boost ratings, the platform offers a
variety of tools including customized feed in sync with live show, games, competitions, play-along, quizzes, polls,
commercial offerings and product placements, sms voting, and more.
• Social TV –comments and shares, indication of friends who are now watching, twitter updates, as well as
Applicaster’s Facebook Open Graph integration to allow viewers to make social expressions.
• Deep TV content products - Digital formats that can be integrated into any TV vertical, such as scripted, reality, or
children programming. Applicaster’s CrossMates offers viewers direct and personal communications with their
favorite TV hero via the mobile device.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Company references: Customers include RTL, Mediaset, Prosieben, Televisa, Telefe, Univision, Fox Intl, and huge
TV brands; The Voice, X-Factor, The Amazing Race, MasterChef, Big Brother, Survivors, Copa-America 2015, and
more.
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Beamr

www.beamr.com

Solution at a Glance
Beamr is a global leader in H.264 and HEVC video encoding and optimization solutions. Beamr’s flagship product,
Beamr Video, represents the industry’s first content adaptive perceptual quality optimizer that significantly reduces
the bitrate of video streams and files without compromising quality, whereby reducing delivery costs and improving
video streaming experience by reducing the bitrate of H.264 and HEVC streams up to 50 percent. Beamr’s digital
video encoder product line includes broadcast quality HEVC and H.264 codec SDK’s for x86 and ARM hardware
platforms, in addition to supporting popular operating systems like Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, Android, and iOS.

Customer's Challenges
As the digital landscape continues to grow, it’s no surprise the demand for high-quality and reliable video streaming
on mobile devices is increasing. Cisco reported by 2019 video will represent 80% of all global consumer Internet
traffic, making it more important than ever for video content distributors to pursue more efficient methods of
encoding. Beamr’s encoding and optimization technologies provide the best quality video at the lowest bitrate by
leveraging perceptual metrics, and the most efficient HEVC and H.264 codecs, to save storage and delivery network
costs while improving user experience (reduced buffering/faster stream starts).

Our Offering
Beamr’s encoding and optimization technologies provide the best possible video quality at the lowest bitrate possible
by leveraging perceptual metrics and the most efficient HEVC and H.264 codecs to save storage and delivery network
costs while improving user experience (reduced buffering/faster stream starts). Backed by 19 granted and more
than 30 filed patents, our highly unique image science technology guarantees the highest quality video at the lowest
possible bitrate. Our customers include some of the world’s largest OTT streaming services, platforms, CDN’s, multiservice operators (cable, satellite, telco, mobile) and Hollywood studios.

Unique Differentiators
Beamr holds 19 granted and 30 pending patents on our perceptual quality measure which is in use by the world’s
top media & entertainment companies and content distribution services. Our H.264 and HEVC software encoding
solutions offer the best video quality per bitrate with the lowest TCO. Customers adopt our products where there is
a high appreciation for quality, but where bandwidth is at a premium either by capacity or cost.

Business Benefits for the Customers
Service providers will benefit from lower delivery network and storage costs as well as lower TCO. By receiving
the best quality video at the lowest bitrate, service provides can boost their ARPU and CPM’s while offering a
demonstrably better experience for end-users.

Company References & Strategic Partners
• Company references: logos may be found at vanguardvideo.com and beamr.com
• Investors: Innovation Endeavors, Disruptive, Marker LLC
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Celeno

www.celeno.com

Solution at a Glance
Celeno is the leading provider of smart, managed Wi-Fi solutions. Celeno’s extensive 802.11ac chip portfolio
and ground-breaking software technologies are designed to excel in real life, highly-interfered, dense network
scenarios, delivering the level of management, performance, speed, coverage, reliability and superlative user
experience demanded by Wi-Fi users.

Customer's Challenges
The most pressing need for providers lies in ensuring that Wi-Fi can deliver the full range of broadband and pay TV
services within the home (internet and data, home/hotspot services, OTT video, smart-home apps, cellular offloading
and more). Wi-Fi is best effort in nature, with no inherent QoS (Quality of Service) mechanisms. Wi-Fi was never
designed to support complex use cases in which a single home-router had to support a multitude of client devices
(PCs, laptops, smartphones, tablets, set top boxes etc.) with the very high and consistent speeds required for video
and data, while ensuring whole home coverage and no dead zones, which is the case today.

Our Offering
Celeno delivers smart, managed Wi-Fi connectivity that ensures superlative QoS and delivers the best end-user WiFi experience. Our offering includes Quicksilver, best of breed 802.11ac Wave 2 4x4 silicon optimized for dense
networks; OptimizAIR™, software defined Wi-Fi virtualization delivering QoS among multiple virtual networks; and
ControlAIR™, smart multi-AP Wi-Fi controller delivering improved coverage, expanded capacity and gigabit speed.

Unique Differentiators
Celeno’s silicon includes Argus in-chip dedicated RF circuitry and DSP-based engine enabling spectrum scanning and
continuous, non-intrusive analysis, without time-slicing or down-scaling the MIMO performance of the Wi-Fi radio.
It also includes proprietary Smart Antenna Steering delivering the optimum Access Point coverage and increases
system diversity dimensions and enhances immunity to device orientation, polarization and mobility. Combined with
OptimizAIR™ and ControlAIR™ technologies, Celeno’s solution delivers the reliability, coverage, capacity and speed
demanded by today’s wireless networks.

Business Benefits for the Customers
For the end-user, Celeno’s technology makes the home Wi-Fi experience seamless and interruption-free by
eliminating common causes of client interference by providing an advanced, reliable and high speed solution. It
enables the delivery of a true gigabit Wi-Fi home network ensuring multiple demanding services to every device in
the home with the highest QoS (Quality of Service) and QoE (Quality of Experience).
Celeno’s innovative technology allows service providers to develop new business models and improve their topline
with new monetization opportunities by offering new and innovative services with smart management capabilities
while improving Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE). It enables them to reduce churn, service
calls and operating expenses.

Company References & Strategic Partners
• Company references: LGI, Arris, Samsung, Deutsche Telekom, Time Warner and others
• Investors: Cisco Systems, 83 North, Liberty Global, Pitango Venture Capital and Vintage Investment Partners
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Comigo

www.comigo.com

Solution at a Glance
Comigo redefines the TV experience by providing pay-TV operators with a cutting-edge platform that offers context
on any device. The Comigo solution offers a personal viewing experience, social capabilities, and content-related
interactive apps, dramatically increasing viewer engagement and stimulating new revenue opportunities for payTV operators.
The Comigo platform includes an Android™-based set-top box, STB middleware, and STB hardware; Client Apps
for Android- and iOS-based smartphones and tablets; and Comigo’s unique WatchApp™ applications. At the core
of the solution is Comigo’s Experience Intelligence Engine, which infuses the full power of the Internet into the TV
experience.

Customer's Challenges
Comigo has set out to solve the gap between the old fashioned lean-back TV experience and the new media
technology enabled by connected devices and the huge amount of data available, by infusing the full power of the
internet into the TV experience.
Comigo operates in the new media technologies and entertainment industries, enabling an exciting and engaging
TV experience and opening new revenue streams for pay TV operators and broadcasters.

Our Offering
Comigo’s industry-proven TV service platform includes hardware and software elements, powered by Comigo
Experience Intelligence (E.I.) Engine, utilizing advanced processing algorithms to infuse the TV experience with the
full power of the Internet.
Additional modular components include: Android OTT\IPTV STBs, multi-screen content applications and Comigo’s
unique WatchApp™ Applications.

Unique Differentiators
Comigo enables service providers to offer an un-matched TV experience to their vieweres. Comigo‘s solution enables
a TV operator to quickly launch revenue-generating TV services and capabilities remotely, without requiring any
additional investment, using its user-friendly management interface. Comigo’s solution can easily be integrated with
any existing operator’s BSS and OSS solutions.

Business Benefits for the Customers
• Increase revenue out of your content
• Engage and attract subscribers
• Shorten time to market by accelerating both development and deployment of new services, utilizing our flexible
platform
• Mix-and-match HW & SW components and customize to create your own fit-to purpose solution
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Jinni

www.Jinni.com

Solution at a Glance
Jinni's Content-to-Audience-Platform uses natural language understanding to analyze TV and movie content using
its Entertainment Genome™ & map TV show and movie titles to individual user’s Entertainment Profile providing a
unique and intuitive experience for content selection & targeted entertainment marketing.

Customer's Challenges
• Increasing VOD & Linear consumption
• Title promotion & Advertising
• Intuitive user experience that affords customer satisfaction

Our Offering
Jinni offers both On-Premise & Cloud based solutions for Video Discovery & Recommendations services.
Providing best in-class content to audience matching & promotion capabilities, providing the data to power the
most intuitive UIs in the industry.

Unique Differentiators
Semantic Data is King. UI is only as good as the underlying data. Users want more than just a pretty face. Jinni's
Entertainment Genome™ is the brains behind Guide’s beautiful interface that will elevate the user's experience to
the next level.

Business Benefits for the Customers
Jinni's semantic algorithms that match content to users unique tastes, have been setting the direction for the next
generation of content discovery & recommendations for the industry over the past 7 years, providing significant lift
in VOD consumption and reduction in churn.

Company References & Strategic Partners
• Clients: Comcast, AT&T, VUDU, Microsoft, TELUS, Telefonica, Prisa, Proximus, C-More (TV4), PCCW; Major Hollywood
Studios and TV Networks
• Main partners: Arris, Accenture, Vimond, The Platform, Kaltura, LATTO
• Investors: DFJ, Proximus (Belgacom), LG
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LATTO

www.latto.tv

Solution at a Glance
LATTO TV developed an innovative video sales engine which collects and analyses big data about users, devices and
trending content. The data is processed into a compelling value proposition to the end users to increase return on
content investment. The software could either be installed as a plug in to an existing OTT-IPTV enviroenment or could
be offered as part of the LATTO end to end OTT-IPTV solution- From content preparation (Encoding/ transcoding),
encryption until the end users devices stream and download.

Customer's Challenges
•
•
•
•
•

Returns on Content Investment
Market Disintermediation
Secure and Scalable Systems Integration
Cash Generation Revenue Protection
Entry into new markets

Our Offering
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business management system that supports all business models
Centralized system and application- can be mange, all in one place
OTT/IPTV Video Management Software - ingest and manage your content in a simple and easy way
Monetization tools- We deliver real time big data analysis of your users devices, packages, content and behavior
Rapid deployment
Cost effective solution- Less setup time, tailored solution to optimize costs

Unique Differentiators
As a pioneer in OTT industry, with more than 10 years of unique experience of OTT platforms development and
execution, LATTO brings its customers a valuable asset of success factor. We will plan, design and propose you the
most cost effective, faster time to market and ROI driven solution.

Business Benefits for the Customers
Our cloud based turnkey solution, deployed worldwide with its off the shelf features will help you launch a scalable,
pay as you grow high quality service at immediate time tables.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Company references:
• OnTapTV.Com – South Africa’s biggest OTT solution.
• Sports1 TV – Premium sports channels
• Dog TV – full OTT dog sitting service, deployed over eight type of devices
Main partners:
• PCCW Global - LATTO has partnered with PCCW Global, a leading Telco Service Provider, to offer Telcos customized
solutions to address both their technology needs as well as managed services such as content acquisition and
management, marketing strategy and consulting services. With PCCWG’s support LATTO can offer Hollywood,
International, local content, all approved and secured by content providers, from a single point of distribution to
reduce costs and increase quality of service.
• Verimatrix – LATTO is an official partner
• IBM- Aspera- LATTO is part of IBM global partner network, using its cloud and content onboarding services.
Investors: Private
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LookAt

www.lookat.io

Solution at a Glance
LookAt brings video teams together by enabling a review and approval platform that is intuitive and efficient. The
platform enables companies to manage, share, review and collaborate over their creative assets while in production.
LookAt solution includes on-frame commenting and annotation of videos, prints presentations and more, feedback
management, version comparison as well as integration with a range of editing softwares, 360 video support and
more. The company presents the world’s first track changes for video.

Customer's Challenges
The major challenge the video-production industry faces is high operational costs due to inefficient workflows.
When asked, most professionals said the biggest challenge in video and creative production was to much time and
money wasted. An average commercial will be created by 30 different people, 7 different softwares and dozens of
drafts. Each step of this complicated process is extremely capital intensive and frustrating. LookAt solves that by
enabling teams to easily share and review work in progress in the ultimate work environment for video production
teams.

Our Offering
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cloud-based review and collaboration MAM
On-frame comments & annotations
Version management and comparaison
Extensive file types and formats support (prints, designs, presentation, audio and more)
Enterprise integration, ajustements and security.
Mobile support
360 videos support
Editing Integration - Adobe Premiere, After Effects and Nuke Studio
File hosting Integration - Box, Dropbox , Google Drive and Vimeo

Unique Differentiators
With sophisticated computer vision algorithms, LookAt understand shot separation, auto-detects shot changes and
relocate annotations across versions. These capabilities, to be rolled out gradually, greatly increase the efficiency
of video teams, preventing lost comments and rework in real world production scenarios.

Business Benefits for the Customers
• Work more efficiently and profitably

Speed review cycles, eliminating the need to email or download massive files, Reduce rework caused by
miscommunication, Eliminate the technical barriers, Reduce staff and freelancer man-hours.
• Provide better service
Keep clients feeling engaged and informed, Easily communicate complex issues, manage client expectations and
rationalize creative or budget changes using a clear, frame-by-frame discussion environment

Company References & Strategic Partners
• Main partners: Adobe, Box
• Investors: TheTime, FirstTime, Pix VC
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most

www.most-sys.com

Solution at a Glance
MOST – Mobile Satellite manufacture low profile mobile satellite terminals for land, marine and airborne applications.
MOST low profile Ku Band terminals and Ka Band terminals, comply with needs of Homeland Security, Law
Enforcement and Public Safety Industries as well as Commercial applications such as Electronic News Gathering
and sports events – stand alone or hybrid with cellular.

Customer's Challenges
With a narrow focus on airborne, seaborne and ground vehicles, Satellite on The Move (SOTM) is an enabling concept
where vehicles have seamless secure, voice, video and data communications via a ubiquitous satellite footprint.
Communication is maintained while in motion via tracking antenna systems. Several manufacturers have created
SOTM terminals but over the last 5 years, requirements towards low profile and smaller systems have prevailed.

Our Offering
• Satellite “On the Move” Ka / Ku Tech for Broadband Access.
• MOST terminals are based on patented technology, designed to meet the unique challenges of ground, marine
and airborne needs for broadband satellite GEO communication. The low profile and lightweight design ensures
best OTM performance.

• MOST offer complete terminal solution, ODU, ACU, miniACU and PC-GUI. The modular IP architecture ensures simple
installation, easy integration with OEM modules and minimum maintenance needs

Unique Differentiators
• Civil and Law Enforcement vehicles
• Marine vehicles
• UAVs / patrol aircrafts
• Disaster and emergency recovery
• Home Land Security
• DSNG Bonded Communication

Business Benefits for the Customers
The best OTM[on the move] solution in Ku and Ka for wide range of applications

Company References & Strategic Partners
Company references: Privet Company
Main partners: None.
Investors: privet investors, total investment, over 18M$
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Peer5

www.peer5.com

Solution at a Glance
Peer5 is a highly distributed delivery network optimized for massively scaled, intensive video streaming. It is based
on a hybrid CDN model that combines a secure peer-to-peer (P2P) delivery layer with a server-based backend. The
P2P delivery layer reduces server load and cuts down on delivery costs. The more viewers that enter the site, the
more effective content delivery becomes. This method of P2P resource allocation decreases bandwidth use by up
to 95% and increases scalability. The capacity to broadcast content to large audiences can grow 20X in terms of
concurrent users.

Customer's Challenges
Content providers, who want to ensure the delivery of high quality experiences at all times, are struggling to keep
up with the increase in demand and find themselves facing massive delivery costs. They are especially challenged
during peak-demand times, when having an inadequate infrastructure results in high-latency, errors and buffering
issues. This situation is particularly common during live events.

Our Offering
Combining a P2P delivery layer and a server-based backend brings the best of both worlds to a CDN solution. When
demand is low, the servers are efficient. When demand is high, the P2P network excels and decreases the load on
the servers.

Unique Differentiators
Peer5’s CDN solution is based on an innovative hybrid model that combines P2P- and server-based capabilities.
Peer5 employs a unique P2P delivery layer where:
• No client or server-side installation in needed, thanks to the use of WebRTC.
• Enterprise-level control, security, and privacy are provided.
• User experience is always the highest priority (not savings)
What makes your offering better, unique, more effective than others?
an expensive infrastructure.

Business Benefits for the Customers
With Peer5, content providers are able to deliver a high-quality user experience at all times, no matter the level of
demand. In addition, the Peer5 solution, with its hybrid model, greatly reduces delivery costs since it does not require.

Company References & Strategic Partners
• Main partners: MaxCDN, Google, Kaltura, JWPlayer, Brightcove, Zixi, Tecsys
• Investors: Upwest Labs, Hillsven Capital, Foundry Group, Jack Levin and 50+ more angels
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Pixellot

www.pixellot.tv

Solution at a Glance
Pixellot offers innovative sportscasting solutions that revolutionize the traditional video capture, production and
distribution process and enable to affordably cover both professional and amateur sporting events. Our patentpending technology solution deploys an unmanned multi-camera system to cover the entire field. Advanced autotracking mechanisms follow the flow of play and produce TV-like footage without human intervention. Based on
the panoramic capture, Pixellot's systems generate unique content for web, mobile, coaching and VR applications.

Customer's Challenges
Traditional video production is too costly to cover amateur and semi-professional events.

Our Offering
The Lemur Series includes fully automated video production systems that allow affordable coverage of amateur and
semi-professional games and produce high-quality second screen content.
PXL 12 is an end-to-end video production system with remote production capabilities..

Unique Differentiators
Pixellot’s solution is based on superior auto-production algorithms that deliver high-quality, TV-grade footage.

Business Benefits for the Customers
Affordable coverage of amateur and semi-professional events, content generation for untapped fan market.

Company References & Strategic Partners
• Company references: Deployments in the US, China, Japan, Singapore, Germany, France, UK, Mexico and more.
• Main partners: STATS, Intel, Sony, network of local distributors
• Investors: TheTime, Baidu
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Screenz

www.scrnz.com

Solution at a Glance
Screenz platform analyses big data in real-time to map the Entertainment DNA. At the core of Screenz lies the
Real Time Entertainment Platform, a robust award winning SAAS platform that connects broadcasters with their
audiences. Enabling them to create interactive and personalized experience for users across all channels.

Customer's Challenges
The television and entertainment industries have been undergoing an unprecedented transformation in recent years.
The latest revolution has changed user behaviour in terms of viewing habits and engagement, leaving networks,
production houses and distributors looking for a solution, trying to bring audiences back, reclaim relevance and
devise new business models. In an environment still fragmented, Screenz believes in the great power of TV.

Our Offering
The latest version of Screenz’ platform aims to utilize the huge quantities of data provided by users to personalise the
experience and create a new stream of revenues with contextual marketing. Among the last features added to the
platform are the segmentation capabilities, allowing broadcasters to divide the users using either their social login
information or native data (i.e: segmentation by carrier and geo-location, age, interests etc). Once The segmentation
fields have been defined, broadcasters can publish specific content to specific audiences and customize the user
experience.

Unique Differentiators
SAAS Platform that increases viewer engagement, raises ratings, and provides a unique revenue stream for the
broadcaster

Business Benefits for the Customers
Increased engagement, Increase revenue and changing business model for networks, Full and detailed Database
of viewers like never before,Full Analytics on users journey and Connects seamlessly to current broadcaster apps

Company References & Strategic Partners
Big Brother, Master Chef, 101, Ways to Leave a Gameshow, The Million Pound Drop, Hell’s Kitchen, The Taste, and
Rising Star.
Company references:
Hollywood reporter, Finance yahoo, Eli Uzan , Keshet
Main partners / Clients :
Globo, Univision, M6 , ITV , Keshet, RSVT, Dick Clarck , CTC, Discovery , ABC, GSN, Telefe , TVI , Fremantle ,Big Brother,
Master Chef, 101 Ways to Leave a Game Show, The Million Pound Drop, The Taste, and Rising Star.
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Tecsys

www.tecsys.tv

Solution at a Glance
Tecsys offers media distribution solutions, including products and services enabling any content provider or operator
to utilize any available infrastructure to distribute high quality real-time video between stations and to the end
subscribers.
The CloudView service enables content providers of any size to launch their professional linear TV channel directly
to 2nd screen subscribers (via OVPs / CDNs) and/or to operators anywhere utilizing dedicated real-time video
links over the public internet.
Tecsys cloud service in combination with the different Tecsys appliances (Professional grade encoders, IRDs,
Modulators etc) enable us to cover any required conversion and processing of real-time video on all its forms and
standards, as well as the handling of file-based content as VOD or on “Store and forward” basis.

Customer's Challenges
More than half of the video content is consumed today via 2nd screens (PCs, tablets and mobile devices). Those
viewers require linear TV channels in order to assist them in choosing their content. However, generating Linear
channels requires expensive on-premises equipment (such as Automation and Play-out systems) and trained staff.
This still doesn’t eliminate the high access-network costs, which are usually associated with pushing real-time video
onto the internet.

Our Offering
The Tecsys offering includes complete media distribution solutions, including the CloudView service allowing
content providers to launch their linear TV Channels within minutes by utilizing the flexibility and scalability of cloud
technology without requiring any on-premises equipment or technical staff. CloudView is a 100% OPEX based
cloud solution, offered with attractive packages, including optional integration with leading Online Video Platforms,
allowing even more service add-ons, such as content monetization (complete subscribers billing via Credit Cards /
Pay-Pal or pre-paid coupons and scratch cards), Service mobile web / mobile sites etc.

Unique Differentiators
CloudView is the only 100% cloud platform allowing the complete launch of Linear TV Channels including full Assets
Management, Playlists builder and Play-out. There are no on-premises components required in order to use the
system.
On top of the cloud offering, Tecsys has unique professional grade Media converters with Multi-channel decryption
power, as well as full DVB and ISDBT Head-End offering, such as Encoders, Multiplexers and Modulators. Our HW
offering completes the cloud services by enabling the conversion between traditional DVB based platforms and IP
distribution networks.

Business Benefits for the Customers
Tecsys customers can gain from the unique combination of DVB and IP offering and experience of the Tecsys
professionals allowing the most cost-efficient implementation of any video distribution project. The flexibility and
scalability of the cloud offering in combination with the professional grade HW products can cover any standard
over any infrastructure making Tecsys the only real “One stop shop” for Media distribution solutions.
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VBox

www.vboxcomm.com

Solution at a Glance
The VBox TV Gateway is an amazing new way for customers to experience TV on their terms. We are re-imagining
TV so that it’s flexible and seamless across different screens and places.
VBox’s 3rd generation TV Gateway is 4K ready with whole world PVR and support for Terrestrial DVB-T2 and Cable
DVB-C
VBox Communications has been developing quality digital TV broadcast equipment for leading broadcast providers,
enterprises, governments and customers worldwide since 2001.

Customer's Challenges
Broadcast Live TV is still the best most efficient way to bring high quality TV to the masses, however it is the most
inefficient way to distribute it at the consumer’s home
High quality Broadcast TV content is still largely restricted to the TV set. Even with the rise of OTT content, viewers
want to watch live TV programs such as drama, reality, sports, news and local content and have very limited options
to do so in high, uninterrupted quality.
The VBox TV Gateway is the missing link that takes broadcast live TV and brings it to any device anywhere.

Our Offering
VBox developed a line of TV routers and PVR that brings live TV and recordings to any device, anywhere in full
broadcast quality.
Recordings are storage on a removable USB or network storage and shared between all the devices.
Helping consumers to bring live TV to their iPad, iPhone, Apple TV, Smart TV, Android tablet, smartphone and box, PC,
Mac, Kodi box, Amazon Fire TV and many more devices.

Unique Differentiators
The only complete Free To Air Live TV solution that truly brings multiscreen live TV, multi-channel, free program guide
(EPG), advanced PVR recordings, TV anywhere, wide device support, in one consumer friendly device and all under
99 Euro.

Business Benefits for the Customers
A single VBox will bring live TV to devices that cannot receive it, without changing the infrastructure. The same as
network router changed the internet the VBox TV Gateway is set to change the broadcast TV landscape.
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vBrand

www.vbrand.net

Solution at a Glance
vBrand’s patent pending technology is a fully automated video content analysis based on artificial intelligence and
machine learning. vBrand’s platform enables to uncover insights on the impact and value generated from sport
sponsorship, utilizing the ‘deep learning’ based proprietary AI platform.

Customer's Challenges
Every minute, hundreds of hours of video are uploaded and thousands more are filmed. Video now counts for nearly
three quarters of all Internet traffic. Previously, indexing video solely relied on the frequently inaccurate and scarce
manual indexing. Media and media research companies, Pay-Tv and OTT providers, ad networks and distributors
lacked any means to automatically filter, index and measure these gigantic and ever changing video inventories.

Our Offering
vBrand offers sport sponsorship analysis dashboard, which deliver insights onto brand exposure gained from
sponsoring a sports event. vBrand’s system can analyze every type of image and video on any platform – TV, web
and Social.

Unique Differentiators
Proprietary IP focused on video recognition on a distributed cloud platform. Dedicated solutions for mass media
management and media research, processing huge data sets of videos, faster than real-time, while providing nearhuman level recognition rates.

Business Benefits for the Customers
Uncover the true value of sport sponsorship. Know the impact and value of sport sponsorship placements in an
automated fashion through a dynamic UI.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Company references:
Main partners: Design partnerships with Coca-Cola and Turner.
Investors: Nielsen Innovate
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viaccess-orca

www.viaccess-orca.com

Solution at a Glance
• Virtual Reality – An end-to-end virtual reality ecosystem setting the standard for 360-degree immersion quality

and viewer’s engagement, with best-of-breed ecosystem approach.
• Voyage - TVaaS (TV as a Service) - A complete TV Everywhere platform readily available in the cloud.
• Global Security Services Suite - a full range of anti-piracy services: from monitoring, tracking and fighting illegal
streaming.

Customer's Challenges
• Cloud TV / OTT - Multi-screen TV projects are characterized by complex integration processes involving multiple

components, from different vendors, that can take one or two years to complete while requiring significant Capex
investment. An Opex-based cloud service, by contrast, provides a lower risk, lower upfront costs, and significantly
faster Time to Market.
• Virtual Reality - Operators and content owners have great competition and they need to develop new immersive
experiences for their audience.
• Piracy and Content protection - Due to greater availability of bandwidth and new technologies retransmission of
high quality content like sports can be viewed illegally around the globe with little loss of quality.

Our Offering
• Voyage - TVaaS - With the introduction of Voyage - TVaaS (TV Everywhere as a Service), Viaccess-Orca becomes

the first platform supplier to fully deliver on the promise to enable true Pay-TV services entirely from the cloud. As
a result, TV as a Service can be launched in weeks, or even less.
• Virtual Arena - A world's first live streaming of sports event in 360° in Ultra HD to Virtual Reality headsets. This
best-of-breed solution, successfully tested during the France vs. Russia Football match raises the standards
for immersion quality in VR environment. Our VR offering in partnership with Harmonic and VideoStitch, enables
operators and content owners to deliver 360° video (incl. live) content, and offer best-in-class experience in
terms of interactivity or image quality.
• Global Security Services Suite - VO provides a full range of anti-piracy services: monitoring, tracking and fighting
illegal streaming on the web, identifying organizations behind these sites, building evidence and providing
customers with a complete file backing their legal cases.

Unique Differentiators
• TF1 and Viaccess-Orca Create History With World’s First Live Streaming of Sports Event in 360° and in Ultra HD
to Virtual Reality Headsets.
• Viaccess-Orca Launches Cloud-Based Voyage – TV Everywhere as a Service (TVaaS).

Business Benefits for the Customers
With Voyage TVaaS:
• Deliver linear TV and on-demand content to any device anywhere
• Manage your TV Everywhere service from a single pane of glass
• Engage your users through personalized apps and content discovery
• Protect and secure your content
• Monetize your content with our rich and comprehensive business models
• Stay ahead of your competitors

Company References & Strategic Partners
Company references: Orange Group, Telekom Romania (DT), Singtel, Telecom Italia, Mediaset, Boxer
Main partners: Amazon Web Service, Akamai, Harmonic
Investors: Orange Group
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VideoFlow’

www.video-flow.com

Solution at a Glance
VideoFlow’s Digital Video Protection (DVP) product line boosts the reliability of IP networks so you can use them to
deliver broadcast quality video at a fraction of the cost of satellite or leased lines. VideoFlow offers a proven product
for cost-effectively delivering Professional Live Video over any IP network with guaranteed service continuity. DVP
overcomes the inherent limitations of IP networks, eliminating jitter and ensures 100% recovery of lost packets
with minimum bandwidth overhead. Better yet, you will be able to replace your expensive transport infrastructure
with affordable always-available IP-based access solutions, including the public Internet, enabling you to reduce
operational costs, introduce new services and increase margins.

Customer's Challenges
IP networks have become the popular choice for transporting data, voice and video content. Unfortunately, the
inherent nature of IP networks, characterized by packet jitter, packet loss, and network instability makes them
unreliable for professional live video broadcast. When it comes to live video, all packets must be delivered reliably
and on time in order to ensure the continuity of a broadcast quality video service. Now with VideoFlow, professional
live broadcast over any IP network either managed or unmanaged is reality.

Our Offering
Reliable Live Broadcast over Any IP Network
• Highest video quality – Boosts the reliability of any IP network by eliminating jitter, recovering 100% of lost packets
and compensating for short-term bit rate fluctuations.
• Best performance – Ensures lowest delay in market for C&D application with lowest overhead using VideoFlow's
4th generation packet loss recovery technology
• Unmatched service continuity for live broadcast – Controls the encoder`s video bit rate on-the-fly based on
network conditions, together with unique set of high availability features
• Lowest operational costs – Lets you use any IP-based C&D links, use low-cost Ka-band IP satellite links, increase
service reliability by adding backup links over IP, and reduce bandwidth overhead.

Unique Differentiators
Professional Broadcast Success = Video Quality X Continuity of Service. Video quality is mandatory but not sufficient
for a successful professional broadcast service. Our 9 layers of protection include 5 layers dedicated for protecting
your video quality (VQ) and 4 dedicated to ensure the continuity of service.

Business Benefits for the Customers
• Generating new revenue streams by opening new markets currently out of reach
• Reducing operational costs as well as capital expenditure
• Professional video delivery anywhere over any IP network including the Internet

Company References & Strategic Partners
References: Deutsche Telekom, Rai, Canal+, Eutelsat, Ponant, TV5 Monde, Tele Italia, RR Media, ALMA TV, Teleradio
Padre Pio, AzamTV, Daystar, BlubTV, TBN
Technology partners: NTT Electronics, Harmonic, Ateme, Sencore, Z3, OBE, Sapec, Adtech, DecTek
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Vimmi

www.vimmi.net

Solution at a Glance
Vimmi TV Everywhere cloud platform – SOLO - provides a single workflow that enables operators and content
providers with faster, simpler preparation, delivery and monetization of video, while meeting today’s pricing
pressures. Using our unique edge computing architecture and “Media Box” technology, SOLO provides premium
video quality at a dramatic lower operational cost compared to alternative solutions.

Customer's Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•

High cost for building and operating video OTT projects
Long time to marjet for launching video OTT services
Poor video quality over many devices across various networks
How to rapidly scale the network to support growth in demand
Increased use of bandwidth and infrastructure required for HD video streaming
Integrating variety of technologies into complete video OTT project

Our Offering
Vimmi provides its customers (operators and content providers) a variety of online video services such as Content
Delivery Network (CDN), Content Preparation, Content Management System (CMS), Subscriber Management System
(SMS), billing and mobile video applications as part of its current SOLO platform.
SOLO can be served from the Vimmi global cloud or can be deployed in any private network – cable, mobile, telco, ISP.

Unique Differentiators
•
•
•
•
•

Full OTT solution – content preparation, management, delivery and mobile apps.
Performance–unique video delivery network architecture based on edge computing technology
Affordability –Technological breakthroughs drive the price down.
Rapid Scalability–Increased network capacity within hours
Huge Range of Capabilities–Live events, time shift, linear channels, caching, multiple streaming technologies,
analytics, monitoring, transcoding, HTML5 video player, DRM, etc.
• Affordability –Technological breakthroughs drive the price down.
• Rapid Scalability–Increased network capacity within hours

Company References & Strategic Partners
Customers: Partners: Hitachi Data Systems (HDS), RR Media, HP
Company references: ViaSat Europe, Cellcom TV, Walla, RR Media, Sport 5, Kids TV, Israeli Broadcast Authority, Israeli
Lottery
Main partners: Hitachi Data Systems (HDS), Tech Mahindra
Investors: Private
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Redefining Innovation

The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute
The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute, a non-profit organization supported
by the government of Israel and the private sector, facilitates business ties, joint ventures
and strategic alliances between overseas and Israeli companies.
Charged with promoting Israel’s business community in foreign markets, it provides
comprehensive, professional trade information, advice, contacts and promotional activities
to Israeli companies, and complementary services to business people, commercial groups,
and business delegations from abroad.

Foreign Trade Administration
Israel's Foreign Trade Administration at the Ministry of Economy, is responsible for managing
and directing the international trade policy of the State of Israel. The Foreign Trade
Administration operates over 40 economic missions in countries all over the world, each
with a team dedicated to fostering trade and investment between local companies and
Israeli companies.
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